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Motivation
• Renewed attention to financial frictions in general
and role of banks in particular
• Existing models model bank specialness as an
advantage in providing loans due to monitoring
(e.g., Gertler-Karodi 2011, Gertler-Kiyotaki 2013)
• But banks have another unique role: provision of
liquidity insurance to the corporate sector
through credit lines
• My goal is to explore potential channels through
which banks may matter for macro through the
liquidity insurance channel

Plan
• What is special/different about credit lines?
• Why is corporate liquidity insurance provided
almost exclusively by banks?
• A model with bank lending and liquidity
insurance provision
• Preliminary empirical evidence
• Potential macro implications and modeling
challenges

Credit lines in corporate finance
• Liquidity insurance role
– Loan commitment: available until maturity,
provided that covenant violation doesn’t happen
– Credit lines tend to be used following negative
shocks to profitability (Acharya et al., 2014a) and
during periods of financial market turmoil
(Ivashina and Scharfstein, 2011)
– Credit lines remain frequently unused (WALMART)
– Not only for short-term liquidity insurance
(maturity)

Cross-section of bank dependence
• Standard view is that bank-dependent firms
tend to be smaller, low credit quality firms
that cannot access market financing
• But this correlation does not hold for credit
lines
– Large firms are more likely to rely on credit lines
for liquidity management, small firms hold mostly
cash (size)
– Firms that rely on credit lines for liquidity
management are more profitable and have higher
credit ratings than firms that rely on cash (Sufi,
Acharya et al., 2014a)

What is different about credit lines?
• Economically distinct from a standard bank loan
because of liquidity insurance aspect
• The type of firm that relies on banks for liquidity
insurance is also very different from the standard
characterization of “bank-dependent firm”
– Large, liquid, profitable, high credit quality

Why banks?
• Arguments in the literature
– Synergy with provision of liquidity insurance to consumers
(Kashyap, Rajan and Stein, 2002)
– Cash flows into the banking sector following negative
aggregate shocks (Gatev and Strahan, 2006), perhaps due
to deposit insurance (Pennacchi, 2006)

• High quality firms may only depend on credit lines in
in periods of market turmoil, thus the importance of
aggregate risk
• Even though credit lines tend to become less
desirable as aggregate risk increases (Acharya, Almeida
and Campello, 2013), they are provided by banks
because of aggregate liquidity risk insurance

Preview of macro links
• Standard literature: bank balance sheet matters, because
bank lending is necessary for all firms but there is an agency
problem
• This framework can add significant heterogeneity in bank
effects across firms
– Better identification of bank effects (empirical)

• Why it may matter for macro
– Existing models assume that all firms borrow from banks, so real
effects of shocks are large
– High quality firms do not rely on banks during normal times, but in the
event of a shock they may draw on credit lines and move into cash.
These effects contribute to dry up bank liquidity, and may increase
effects on small firms that always rely on banks
– In addition fraction of high quality firms may decrease, so more firms
become bank-dependent

What about monitoring?
• One can extend the monitoring framework to
credit line provision (Acharya et al., 2014a)
• In particular, it helps explain why covenants
and revocation of unused lines are part of an
optimal contract
• But monitoring by itself may not explain why
credit lines are provided by banks and not by
other financial intermediaries

A micro framework
• Model in which banks provide both monitored
term loans and credit lines (liquidity
insurance) (Acharya et al., 2014b)
• A framework to introduce the “bank liquidity
insurance channel” to the literature
• I will first present the micro framework and
then explore some potential macro
implications

Model set up
• Model based on Holmstrom and Tirole (1997, 1998)
• Firm with an investment project that requires I at date
0. The firm’s initial net worth is A > 0
• Investment opportunity also may require an additional
investment at date 1. The date-1 investment
requirement can equal either ρI , with probability λ, or
zero, with probability 1- λ
• If firm continues, it produces pR(I) at date 2. R”< 0
(DRS)
• Liquidation payoff at date 1 equals τI
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pR(I) – ρI > τI , so continuation is efficient

Moral hazard
• The probability of success p depends on effort by the
firms’ managers
• If the managers exert high effort, the probability of
success is equal to pH
• Otherwise, the probability is pB < pH but the managers
consume a private benefit equal to BI
• To exert effort manager keeps a fraction of cash flows
so pledgeable income is
𝜌𝜌0

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝐼𝐼 = 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑅𝑅 𝐼𝐼 −
𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻 − 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

Second-best solution
• With no other frictions, the firm solves the following
problem
max 𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 𝐼𝐼 − 1 + λ𝜌𝜌 𝐼𝐼
s.t. 1 + λ𝜌𝜌 𝐼𝐼 ≤ 𝐴𝐴 + 𝜌𝜌0(𝐼𝐼)

Denote the solution ISB, USB

Liquidity management
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• Conditional on state λ, pledgeable income is ρ0(ISB)
• So if ρ0(ISB) < ρISB firm needs additional liquidity
• Total demand for liquidity for each I is
L(I) = ρI - ρ0(I)

Credit line implementation
Firm pays commitment fee to bank
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• In equilibrium, both μ and ωmax arise from liquidity shortage in
banks in the event of an aggregate liquidity shock
• For example, in Kashyap, Rajan and Stein, ωmax is the excess
cash from consumer liquidity insurance and μ is the probability
that consumers demand it
• No link between revocation and monitoring in this model

Credit line implementation
Firm pays commitment fee to bank
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If ωmax is less than L(I), then firm must also hold some cash
Cash demand = Cω (I) = L(I) – min[L(I), ωmax]
Holding cash is costly
Liquid assets (e.g., treasuries) sell at date-0 price q > 1, so q – 1
is the liquidity premium per unit of cash

Cash-only implementation
1− λ

C(I) returned to investors

- [I + C(I)]

λ

C(I) used to pay for liquidity shock

• Firm chooses to rely only on cash to avoid risk of (costly)
revocation
• C(I) = L(I)
• But cash consumes pledgeable income (lower investment) and
increases liquidity premium

Choice between cash and credit line
• Payoffs

𝑈𝑈𝐶𝐶 = 𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 − 1 + λ𝜌𝜌 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 − 𝑞𝑞 − 1 𝐶𝐶 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶

𝑈𝑈𝑤𝑤 = 1 − 𝜆𝜆𝜇𝜇 𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤 + 𝜆𝜆𝜇𝜇𝛾𝛾𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤 − 1 + 𝜆𝜆𝜌𝜌(1 − 𝜇𝜇 )𝐼𝐼𝑤𝑤 − 𝑞𝑞 − 1 𝐶𝐶(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼)

• Since cost of revocation decreases with liquidation payoff 𝛾𝛾,
firms with high liquidation value 𝛾𝛾 are more likely to choose
credit lines for liquidity management
• Similar result would hold for variation in liquidity risk 𝜆𝜆, risky
firms are more likely to choose cash because the expected cost
of revocation is high
• We focus on 𝛾𝛾 as source of firm heterogeneity, since it
facilitates construction of equilibrium

Bank monitored lending
• Let us assume away liquidity management frictions for
now, so both cash and credit lines achieve second best
ISB, USB
• Standard monitoring framework (HT 97)
Bank can reduce private benefits from BI to bI by
paying a monitoring cost φI
• Can bank lending achieve a better solution than USB?
• Since monitoring is costly, bank retains a stake in the
project
• If there is sufficient bank capital, bank transfers all
rents to firm ex-ante (assume that for now)

Bank monitored lending - solution
max 𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅 𝐼𝐼 − 1 + λ𝜌𝜌 𝐼𝐼 − 𝜑𝜑𝐼𝐼
s.t. 1 + λ𝜌𝜌 −
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• Firm uses monitored financing if
USB < Ub
• This can only happen if banking increases investment
ISB < Ib

Bank monitored lending - intuition
• Trade-off: bank increases pledgeable income and
investment, but monitoring is costly and reduces
productivity
• So firms choose bank monitoring when the gain from
increasing investment is larger
• Net worth effects: since marginal productivity is
decreasing, monitoring is more beneficial when
investment is low (firm is financially constrained)
• Low net worth (low A) firms are more likely to become
bank-dependent

Monitored lending with liquidity
management frictions

• Previous results continue to hold

– Firms with high liquidity risk more likely to choose
cash rather than credit lines
– Low net worth firms more likely to use bank
monitoring

• Thus the model can match the empirical finding
that small, low credit quality firms are more
likely to be bank dependent but less likely to
use credit lines for liquidity insurance
– As long as liquidity risk is positively correlated with
financial constraints in the cross-section

Equilibrium framework
• Economy with high and low credit quality firms, and a
single bank
• Price of liquid asset q determined in equilibrium,
exogenous supply Cs(q)
Idiosyncratic shock
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Equilibrium framework (cont.)
• Bank has initial capital K0, and contingent liquidity W1
that is available to fund credit line drawdowns in state
θ
• W1 can arise from consumer liquidity insurance
(Diamond and Dybvig, 1983, Kashyap, Rajan and Stein, 2002),
or from flight into banks in bad aggregate states (Gatev
and Strahan, 2006)
• Supply of contingent liquidity is risky
– Probability ξ > 0 that W1 is not available

• Thus the probability of credit line revocation is
𝜆𝜆𝜇𝜇 = θξ
• Credit line available in state θ(1 - ξ), up to W1

Equilibrium definition
• Bank chooses optimal amount of capital and liquidity
K*0, W*1 given endowments K0, W1, firms optimal
choices, and liquidity premium q*
– We allow bank to transfer cash across time
– Assume bank does so to maximize welfare (central planning
problem)

• Firms of both types pick their highest possible payoff
given bank’s optimal choice K*0, W*1 and the liquidity
premium q*
• The date-0 market for liquid assets clears at q* given
the demand for liquid assets from firms and the bank

Optimal liquidity choice by bank
• It is never optimal to increase W*1 beyond W1 by
saving cash in the bank
– Equivalent to firm solution
– Increasing term loans has a higher marginal benefit for the
economy than increasing credit line provision, because it
benefits financially constrained firms

• For the same reasons it is optimal to use future
liquidity to make loans rather than provide additional
credit lines
• But this also means that shocks to bank health (capital
or liquidity) will affect mostly credit line provision
unless bank capital is already low

Effect of shocks to bank health
• Shocks to K0 or W1 have similar effects because the
bank can shift funds across time
• Effect depends on initial equilibrium
– If initial capital is not too low, shocks affect ability to honor
credit lines
– Otherwise, it affects ability to make standard loans

• Cross-sectional implications
– Credit line channel affects mostly high credit quality firms.
Low quality firms are affected indirectly through changes in
the cost of holding cash
– Standard lending channel affects mostly low credit quality
firms. High quality firms may be affected through changes in
cost of cash

Example
• Suppose bank health decreases starting from
equilibrium with excess bank capital
• Shock reduces ability of banks to honor credit line
• “Ex-ante” effect: high quality firms move from credit
lines to cash. Pledgeable income decreases, so real
activity may also be affected
• “Ex-post” effect: some high quality firms may need to
drawdown on existing credit lines. In that case shock
may have direct effect on their ability to invest
• Low quality firms are also affected because they rely
on cash and cost of cash likely goes up

Empirical strategy
• Separating ex-ante from ex-post effects of bank health
• Ex-post effects rely on covenant violations
– Following a violation, bank is allowed to restrict access to existing credit
lines
– Bank health can affect waiver-revocation margin
– Even (ex-ante) high-quality firms may be dependent on credit lines
following covenant violations (financial distress)

• Ex-ante effects identified using sample of firms that have not
violated covenants
• In both cases we rely on cross-bank variation in bank health
– Firm-bank match is not part of current theory
– Shock to individual bank health should matter most in times of
aggregate liquidity shortage, because reallocation of liquidity across
individual banks may not happen

Empirical tests – sample (I)
• Firm-level data from Capital IQ (CIQ) and Compustat: 2002-2011
–
–
–
–

CIQ compiles information on drawn and undrawn credit lines
U.S. firms covered on both databases 2002-2011
Remove utilities (SIC 4900-4999) and financials (SIC 6000-6999)
Final sample: 26.578 firm-year observations, 18,691 firm-years with CL

• Novel database of credit line covenant violations and
consequences of violations
– Obtained by parsing 10-K filings from the SEC
– SEC requires disclosure of violation event and material consequences
("...companies that are, or are reasonably likely to be, in breach of such covenants
must disclose material information about that breach and analyze the impact on
the company if material...“)
– Collect violation events and whether lender waives violation or revokes access to
the line of credit

Empirical tests – sample (II)
• Database on Firm-Bank Linkages
– Strategy: link firms to banks they have been borrowing from in previous
5-10 years/currently borrowing from
– Using syndicated loan data (Loan Pricing Corporation (LPC)'s Dealscan
database)
– Weighted by amount of lending originated by each bank
– Consider only leads / all banks

Empirical tests – ex-post effects

• Positive shock to bank health associated on average with
higher likelihood of waiver of violations, only in crisis

Empirical tests – ex-post effects

• Firms that violate a covenant and are revoked suffer a
significant reduction in their access to credit lines, in contrast to
waived firms who retain access and increase their bank
dependence
• (All regressions include, unreported, firm controls, lender
controls, year FE, robust errors)

Empirical tests – ex-post effects

• IV analysis: waivers driven by bank health have significant
impact on access to precommitted credit following a covenant
violation and increase bank dependence

Empirical tests – ex-post effects

• Firms that violate credit line covenants and are revoked turn to
bond financing, while those that are waived retain bank
financing through credit lines

Empirical tests – ex-post effects

• IV analysis: waivers driven by bank health have real implications
for firms (weak results)

Empirical tests – ex-ante effects

• Sample of firms that are not in violation of a covenant: a deterioration in
their lenders’ health is associated with an increase in cash holdings as a
share of total liquidity (cash + LC)
• For the full sample effect is as strong inside as outside of the crisis, possibly
due to mix of ex-ante and ex-post effects

Empirical tests – ex-ante effects

• Subsample of high credit quality firms (rated, top quartile of size, and
dividend payers): deterioration in their lenders’ health is associated with an
increase in cash holdings as a share of total liquidity (cash + LC) only inside of
the crisis
• For these firms ex-post effects likely small and most of the effects due to exante mechanism

Relationship to existing macro models
• Existing literature captures bank-dependency by assuming that
there is no direct lending from household to firms (GertlerKarodi, 2011, Gertler-Kiyotaki, 2013)
• Bank lending is necessary, and there is an agency problem at
the level of the bank that links bank’s ability to raise financing to
balance sheet health
• In contrast, model here has considerably more heterogeneity in
bank-dependency
– Low-quality firms rely on banks for most of their borrowing, while highquality firms rely on banks mostly for liquidity insurance

• Why do we care about additional heterogeneity?
– Identification of bank effects
– But would this matter for macro effects of bank health?

Potentially new effects
• Endogenous amplification of shocks, coming from extensive
margin effects
• Ex-post effects on high-quality firms
– High quality firms only rely on bank lending in the event of negative
aggregate shock
– May run on credit lines even if not necessary (Ivashina and Scharfstein,
2010)
– These effects may create reduction in bank capital available to fund low
quality firms

• Ex-ante effects on high-quality firms
– They also move out of credit lines and into cash going forward
– This effect reduces bank profitability and capital as well, may transmit to
bank-dependent firms

• Composition effects
– Fraction of low-quality, bank-dependent firms will increase in bad states

What can these effects add to macro
models of banking
• Existing models already have amplification effects coming from
deterioration of bank balance sheets following negative shocks
• What would these additional effects add?
• Gertler-Karodi (2011): effects rely on “vulnerable state “ of
banking sector at the onset of the crisis (high leverage ratios)
• In this new framework, bank lending may look small during
normal periods, but extensive margin effects kick in during bad
times and create large effects
• Quantitative effects: standard models can have difficulty
generating large enough amplification effects (Kocherlakota,
2000)

Modeling challenges
• Existing macro models do not incorporate these endogenous
amplification effects
• Micro models (like the one I presented) do not have sufficient
dynamics. One-shot, 3-period model
• Need model in which firms are making simultaneous borrowing
and liquidity insurance decisions in all periods, to capture
interactions between ex-ante and ex-post effects of bank health
• Perhaps one way of doing this is by using an overlapping
generation framework
– Projects are born today and owners make borrowing and insurance
decisions for tomorrow
– New projects are born tomorrow and may compete for bank funds with
existing projects that draw on bank insurance (credit lines)
– Endogenous net worth – net worth available for new projects is function
of payoff of existing ones

Wal-Mart Stores Inc. Capital Structure Summary
Capital Structure Data
For the Fiscal Period Ending
Currency
Units
Total Debt
Total Common Equity
Total Minority Interest
Total Capital

12 m onths Jan-31-2013
USD
Millions
% of Total
54,227.0
76,343.0
5,914.0
136,484.0

39.7%
55.9%
4.3%
100.0%

12 m onths Jan-31-2014
USD
Millions
% of Total
56,642.0
76,255.0
6,575.0
139,472.0

40.6%
54.7%
4.7%
100.0%

Debt Summary Data
For the Fiscal Period Ending
Currency
Units

12 m onths Jan-31-2013
USD
Millions
% of Total

12 m onths Jan-31-2014
USD
Millions
% of Total

Total Revolving Credit
Total Senior Bonds and Notes
Total Capital Leases
General/Other Borrow ings
Total Principal Due

0
627.0
3,350.0
50,159.0
54,136.0

0.0%
1.2%
6.2%
92.5%
99.8%

0
60,215.6
3,097.0
7,719.0
71,031.6

0.0%
106.3%
5.5%
13.6%
125.4%

Total Adjustments
Total Debt Outstanding

91.0
54,227.0

0.2%
100.0%

(14,389.6)
56,642.0

(25.4%)
100.0%

Available Credit
Undraw n Revolving Credit
Total Undraw n Credit

16,261.0
16,261.0

-

15,447.0
15,447.0

-
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